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Briefly. ∙ ∙ Elections slated for March 19, 20
Hunter due April 12

Students vying for goverment positions

riter Hunter Thompson will make an
appearance at the University of North
Florida on April 12 at 8 p.m.

W

Marimba Music at UNF
concert featuring contemporary music
played primarily on the marimba, a large
xylophone with resonators, is scheduled
for Friday, Mar. 23 at the University of North
Florida Boathouse. The free concert, part of the
UNF “Music by the Lake” series sponsored by
the Student Government Association, will be per
formed in-the-round and will feature UNF music
professor Charlotte Mabrey and Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra member and UNF student
Barry Olsavsky, playing the marimba.
Other performers will be UNF music profes
sor Lenard Bowie on trumpet, Jackonville Sym
phony clarinetist Peter Wright, Florida State
University music student Alison Sniffin on piano,
and Florida Junior College Instructor Judith
Cloud, mezzo-soprano, who will sing during se
lected pieces.

A

Reza to lecture Mar. 26
nternationally known scientist and educator
Jason Burnett, candidate for president
Dr. Fazlollah Reza is scheduled to present a
lecture, “Some Observations on the Infor
mation Society,” at the University of North Flor
By Donna Bellamy
ida Mar. 26 at 1 p.m. in the University Theatre.
Spinnaker News Editor
Reza, whose expertise and interests are in
’Tis the season for political elections. The annual voting rit
the mathematical theory of circuits and systems,
uals are as symbolic of spring as are the bursts of color that
and communication and information theory, is
nature provides. And the University of North Florida is no
presently an honorary professor at McGill Uni
exception. On Mar. 19 and 20, UNF students once again will
versity and a visiting professor of engineering at
be vying for positions in the Student Government Associa
Concordia University, both located in Montreal,
tion.
Quebec.
Openings exist for the office of president, vice-president,
comptroller and 20 senatorial seats. The length of term is one
,Rithmetic Review at UNF year, and certain criteria must be met to run for an office:
(l)minimum cumulative overall GPA of 2.0 (2) No conduct
eviews for the Graduate Record Exami
probation by the university (3) Must be in good academic
nation (GRE), will be held at the Univer
standing (4) None may be a candidate for more than one
sity of North Florida on Mar.31, April 7
elected position, and (5) Candidates for offices will run on
and April 14 from 9:00-1:00p.m. Roger Breen will
separate tickets.
be the instructor for the Saturday sessions, and
The office of president, among other duties, is responsible
preregistration is required to attend. For more
for serving as the elected spokesperson for the student body
information call or come by the Academic En
and SGA. Two UNF students who serve as senators in SGA,
richment and Skills Center at 646-2766, Bldg. 2,
are seeking the position — Jason Burnett and Edward Smith.
Rm. 1003.
Burnett, a management major and junior at UNF, is a sen
ator in SGA, and presently serves the organization as Club
Coordinating Committee chairman. He is a University Schol
Battle of the computers
ar, debate captain of the forensics team and chapter efficien
cy chairman for Delta Sigma Pi, UNF’s professional business
NF will host the first Duval County com
fraternity. After graduating in August 1985, Burnett plans to
puter programming competition, spon
attend law school.
sored by the Duval School System, on
Mar. 29, from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in Bldg. Two. TheAmong his goals if elected president, the candidate lists a
total restructuring of SGA — “how we can become more ef
competition is open to all Duval County high
fective.” He said that the “plank in my platform” is to expand
schools that wish to enter a team of up to four
student
activities at UNF, especially entertainment such as
students. The student teams must provide their
the
Boathouse
happy hour, and perhaps initiate an “Osprey
own computer for the competition.
Olympics” similar to the University of Florida’s event
The teams will by supervised and judged by
“Greek Week,” and a “Miss UNF” program.
UNF computer science faculty members and
He added that he would also like to reinstate the three aca
representatives of the Association of Computer
demic
credits to the Spinnaker Workshop, saying that aca
Machinery (ACM) Computer Society. For addidemic credit is routinely offered to students who participate
See BRIEFLY, page 2
in the campus newspaper at other colleges and universities.
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Edward Smith, candidate for president
Photo by Jim Crosby, Photo editor
“There’s really a lot here, as far as students are concerned,
that could be done which people don’t realize, and I believe
that with my two years of experience as a senator in the stu
dent government, and with my serving as chairman of the
Club Coordinating Committee, and my involvement in the
University Scholars program, Delta Sigma Pi, the forensics
program, and several others, I represent a wide and diverse
range of activities,” Burnett said.
He added that leadership for the SGA must come from
within, and the only way to do that is “to put senators into the
decision-making process, and continually review your goal,
and know where you’re going. That is something I would like
to actively pursue, the actual development of leadership po
tential, because there’s a great deal of it in the school, and it
comes from all areas.”
Smith, Burnett’s opponent, also said that his experience
gives him “the necessary foundation from which I can help
our university and our student government meet the needs of
the student body.”
Appointed to the SGA Senate last November, he currently
serves on the Budget and Allocation Committee and the Uni
versity Programming Committee.
Smith came to UNF from Florida Junior College last Fall
He is married and has a 16-year-old son and a 10-year-old
daughter. He is active in the Parents and Teachers Associa
tion (PTA), and the Boosters Club at both of his childrens’
schools.
Having been active in the residential real estate rental
market for the last 10 years, Smith says that he is “familiar
with dealing with the general public, businessmen, and gov
ernment officials as well
“I am also familiar with the educational deficiencies and
needs at all levels of instruction from elementary to post
graduate work,” he said.
Since coming to UNF, Smith said he has been concerned

See STUDENTS, Page 3
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Elect
Jason Burnett

From Page 1

tional information contact Dr. Mike Walker,
mathematics supervisor for the Duval County
School System at 390-2137, who is also coordinat
ing team registrations for the competition.

Book Fair and Grads no
tice

Student Government
President

ublishers have been invited to appear at
Bldg. 2, Room 1026, March 19 (10 a.m. to 7
p.m.) and March 20 (10 a.m. to 5 p.m.) to
show faculty members what titles are available
for class adoption at a Book Fair and Academic
Paperback Exposition.
Graduating students may place special or
ders for announcements at the Bookstore March
26 and 27. Cost is $6 per box of 100 cards.

P

"Representing people
...not politics"

SGA mααting Mar. 21
he Student Government Association at the
University of North Florida will hold its
next Senate meeting on Wed. Mar. 21 at
4:30 p.m. in the Red Room/1703, Bldg. 14.
April meetings are scheduled for Thurs.
April 12 at 4:30 p.m. in Room 1315; and Wednes
day, April 25 at 5 p.m in Room 1703. All SGA sen
ators and officers should plan to attend.

T

March 19 — 20

Earth Musicfest coming
arth Musicfest, an annual concert and en
vironmental exposition is scheduled for
April 14 from noon until 6 p.m.
Five bands will present a variety of music,
including reggae, new rock, folk and jazz, exhib
its and concessions.
Earth Musicfest is sponsored by Student
Government Association and is free and open to
the public.

E

Yessin brown bags it
erson Yessin, fine arts professor at UNF
will perform with the Jacksonville Sym
phony Quartet at the Jacksonville Art
Museum on Tuesday, March 20 at noon, for a
free brown bag concert. They will present a
Schumann piano quintet and also a Mozart piano
trio.
The concert will be repeated that evening at
the Christ Episcopal Church in Ponte Vedra.

G

Lato foos and drop
refunds
ay 9, (Weds.) a $25 late fee will be in
cluded in all registration assessments.
Final day to pay is Wed., May 16. To
avoid registration cancellation all students, re
gardless of fee paying status (including loans,
grants and deferments), must have their fee
cards validated at the Cashier’s Office no later
than Weds., May 16.
The last day to drop courses and receive a
refund is May 16.

M

Shapiro elected
he Faculty Association of UNF has elect
ed Dr. Stephen L. Shapiro, associate pro
fessor of economics, president for the
1984-85 term. Shapiro finished the 1983-84 term
originally held by Dr. Dale Clifford, who resigned
to become dean of the university’s lower divi
sion.

T

White House / UNF plans
peakers for the first White House regional
conference on educational partnerships to
be held at UNF Thursday, Apr. 5 are still
being confirmed, according to Suzanne Teate,
special consultant to UNF President Curtis L.
McCray.
The conference is scheduled to begin at 2
p.m. in the UNF auditorium, Bldg. 14.
Co-sponsored by the White House Office of
Private Sector Initiatives, the office of Gov. Bob
Graham, the Florida Department of Education
and the Jacksonville Area Chamber of Com
merce, the conference is designed to explore co
operative programs between business and edu
cation.

S
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Students hoping to win student government jobs
Photo by Jim Crosby, Photo editor

SGA elections in progress
From page 1
about students’ rights and opportunities
and “how student funds are adminis
tered.”
He said that he is running for the office
of president because “I feel that my age
and experience gives me the maturity to
handle the problems and issues that will
arise on our campus and resolve them in
the best interest of everyone concerned.”
Two candidates are competing for the
office of SGA vice-president. They are
Connie Luke and Wayne Wolfenbarger.
Both also serve as senators in UNF,s stu
dent government organization.
Luke, a political science major, study
ing Public Administration, is a senior and
plans to graduate in December, continu
ing to earn a degree in law. Her activities
at UNF include being on SGA’s Organiza
tions and Bylaws (O&B) Committee, and
being a member of the forensics team.
She has been an SGA senator at UNF
since September, and was also involved
in Student Government while attending
FJC, serving as vice-president at the col
lege’s Kent Campus.
If elected, Luke said several things she
would like to accomplish include extend
ing the class withdrawal deadline, which
she said she talked to UNF students
about and learned this was a key issue.
Also, she would like to reduce the fre
quency in changes of textbooks. She cited
students accumulating a large collection
of textbooks that are no longer used at
the university. According to Luke, UNF
also needs better maintenance of the
typewriters on campus, adding that the
ones in the library, if not working proper
ly, are of no help to the students.
In addition to better maintenance of
typewriters at UNF, Luke cited the need
for proper maintenance of the universi
ty’s parking lot lights. If not, she said, the
risk of theft and bodily harm is in
creased.
Also, the UNF Downtown campus, ac
cording to Luke, has problems with ac
cessibility.
“I have heard they’ve had problems
getting to and from the building to the
parking lots,” she said. Right now they
use the FJC parking lots. Unfortunately,
they have to walk four blocks. That’s all
right if it’s sunny, but it’s bad if they get
drenched before they get to class.
“Also, Γd like to improve the commu
nication between the students and SGA
on the issues like Proposition One and the
tuition increase, and how it will affect the
students,” she said.
Luke said her experience of being in
Student Government throughout high
school (at and UNF makes her a quali
fied candidate for the vice-presidential
position.
I feel I can stick to the job, being in
SGA since the Spring elections, in the
Senate itself. Γm not here to take the job
and leave, I’ll stick with it,” she said.
Wolfenbarger, Luke’s opponent, has
been a senator in SGA since coming to
UNF last Fall. He is a Computer Infor
mation Science Technology major, who,
if elected, would like to “implement re
spect back into SGA — bring back the
grandeur.”
He said that over the last year the or
ganization’s “image declined, and it’s
now at the lowest point it could possibly
be.”
Wolfenbarger, who has also served in
the Navy as an air crewman, said that he
has “learned the value of good leader
ship” through SGA. In addition, he said
that as a senator, he has seen problems
at SGA and on campus and “wants to
solve them.”
The candidate is presently a member
of SGA’s University Programming Com
mittee, and the Student Advocate Com
mittee. He plans to graduate in Summer
1985.
Wolfenbarger said that a large prob
lem with SGA is that they tried to reach
out in too many directions.
He said that this is “due to the ineffec
tive management of the past administra

Harolyn Knight, candidate for comptroller

Wayne Wolfenbarger, candidate for vice president

David Johnson, candidate for comptroller

Connie Luke, candidiate for vice president

tion.”
Several aspects Wolfenbarger would
like to implement, if elected, is to bring
student discounts to UNF, and to initiate
a men’s social fraternity to match the
women’s presently on campus.
“I want to hear from the students,”
Wolfenbarger said. I want their com
plaints, ideas and suggestions.
“I’m proud to be at UNF and I want to
make it the best university possible,” he
said.
The position for comptroller is being
sought by two UNF students: David
Johnson and Harolyn Knight. Knight was
unavailable for comment at press dead
line.
Johnson, a finance major, currently
serves as a senator in SGA. His activities
in the organization include being vicechairman of the Budget and Allocations
Committee which funds athletics, child
care development, budgets for all clubs
and for SGA and funds the student devel
opment center; and the University Pro
gramming Committee, which sponsors
guest lectures and movies.
Johnson said that the position of comp
troller is “the cash manager of Student
Government, we will have a budget of
approximately $400,000.
“The comptroller is able to affect
changes in spending patterns through
moral persuasion, and participation in
committees that allocate these funds,” he
said.
According to Johnson, one thing the po
sition also entails is to “oversee the
spending of every last cent of your (stu
dents) money, it’s the money you pay for
tuition. The comptroller is able to affect
changes in spending patterns through
moral persuasion, and participation in
committees that allocate these funds.
The candidate said that his real inter
est is “to make sure that my degree here
means something.” Being a native of
Jacksonville, and a Fletcher High School
graduate, Johnson said “you can see it’s
in my vested interest to see that this uni
versity in the state system thrives in our
community.”

Men. . . Sign up for
a course in basic citizenship

There's no homework — no quizzes — just a lot of credit.

When you register with Selective Service, you’re fulfilling a
very important obligation to the USA...making yourself a part
of our nation’s preparedness.
And it only takes a few minutes of your time.
So if you’ve been putting off Selective Service registration,
go the post office now and fill out the form.

It’s Quick. It’s Easy. And it’s the Law.
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Visiting Spanish professor tells of life in Mexico
By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columnist

The new face l∞king out of office 2329
facing the Commons in the history de
partment, Bldg. 8, belongs to Dr. Enrique
Moreno, visiting Fulbright Scholar and
Professor of Spanish Culture and Civili
zation at the Superior School for Teach
ers in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Moreno is at the University of North
Florida only for this spring semester. He
is teaching two courses: Modem Mexico
and Latin American Social Development.
Seizing the opportunity to learn more
about another nation that is so close to us
geographically, we entered his office
with a list of questions:
Q. What is the problem with illegal
Mexican immigrants to the United
States?
A. You may say that Mexican immi
gration to the U.S. is as old as the history
of both countries. Industrial countries al
ways attract the excess population of ag
ricultural countries. This also happens in
Western Europe and Japan. Most Mexi
can immigrants go to the southwestern
states. Mexican intellectuals as well as
the uneducated people of Mexico ap
prove this immigration, legal or illegal,
because they think that the price the
American government paid — 30 million
dollars for half the Mexican territory
—was too low. Mexican people think they
have more right to come to their old
southwest than the European, Asian, or
African immigrants.
Q. Why is there so much poverty in
contrast with so much wealth in Mexico?
A. In Mexico, three major social
groups may be localized which not only
differ in racial composition and economi
cal status, but in cultural outlook and phi
losophy of life. In the first place, there is
the predominantly white, urban, westernoriented upper group. This is a dynamic
well developed layer of population com
prising most of the upper and middle
classes of me country — maybe 15 to 20
percent of the total population. In the
second place, there is the predominantly
mixed urban-rural group trying to elabo
rate a national synthesis of the Western
and Indian cultures. This is a modestly
economical layer with many nonwestemer traditional views and assump
tions comprising most of the lower mid
dle and upper lower classes — about 40
percent of the population. The rest, prob
ably 25 percent of the people, form the
third group which is predominantly Indi
an and largely rural. They have been and
still are reluctant to westernization. They
prefer their own traditional customs and
ways. Since they do not strive for mod
ernization, they are taken advantage of
by the upper classes. They are a definite
ly backward and impoverished human
group that Americans consider pictur
esque; the well-to-do Mexican as a na
tional shame; and social reformers as a
lumped proletariat. The mixture of these
three groups in some of the largest cities
gives the country its overtone of old and
modern, rich and poor, educated and un
educated coexistence.
Q. Where are the oil reserves going?
A. The history of Mexico is a project of
national liberation that developed in
three stages: the Independence (1810);
the Reformation (1860); and the Revolu
tion (1910). Enforced westernization led
by the upper classes has been the rule.
The Independence ended with the adop
tion of American federalism and liberal
ism. After the Reformation, led by Jua
rez, a highly westernized Indian, French
positivism was the model The Revolu
tion discarded traditionally minded lead
ers such as Zapata and Villa and initiated
a process of socialization which has be
come closer to Western European social
ism (Spain, Italy, and France) than to
the Soviet model In any case, moderni
zation and westernization of the masses
seems to be the goal Modem presidents
such as the white men — Echeverria and
Lopez Portillo — have tried hard. They
relied on the oil reserves. They borrowed
millions of dollars. Education was im
proved. Communications were improved.

Industrialization was taking place at
great speed. Political pluralism was en
couraged. A reasonable hope of incorpo
rating the always reluctant masses to the
process was in sight. Then suddenly, the
oil prices collapsed. Industrial production
stopped. The peso went from 25 a dollar
to 150 a dollar. The eternal debt is there:
more than the 85 billion dollars plus high
interest rates. Mexican leaders are ask
ing who has stopped their development
and why. Oil reserves are going because
they are paying the debt. For the mo
ment, there is no hope for the masses in
side the system.
Q. Could Mexico become another Nica
ragua?
A. Not at all. There is no possible com
parison between Mexico and Nicaragua.
Mexico is a very important nation. It is
among the largest countries on this plan
et. Its population will be 100 million in the
next ten years. Its national industrial out
put places Mexico within the 25 major
countries in the world. The fact that the
country has a huge “reservation” of un
derdeveloped people doesn’t contradict
its considerable political and economical
development and weight. The crisis that
is taking place now will be overcome in
a few years. Political institutions are as
solid and stable as ever and a growing
process of democratization and moralization is feeding the establishment. Mexico
has a definite “calling” to enter the West
ern world. At the same time, she is very
conscious of her independence and her
national character. Mexico has over
come much worse economic crisises in
the past.
Q. What about the Olympics Riot of
1968?
A. That riot only effected a very small
sector of the population in the capital
city (Mexico City). It was a student
movement similiar to those taking place
at the same time in Paris and the U.S.
The problem had nothing to do with
“real” Mexico. It was an imitation of
highly industrialized countries more than

underdeveloped people.
Q. Is there any reaction against so
many Americans going to Mexico and
living there so cheaply?
A. Americans are always welcome to
live in Mexico — both white and black.
An American Indian would be especially
welcomed — embraced and called broth
er. Thousands of Americans are moving
to Mexico — the money maker, the tech
nician, the social worker, the student, the
old retired people, the antimodem, and
even the hippie Americans. All are per
mitted to live their own way in their own
places; educate their children in their
English speaking schools; and establish
their own churches. Mexicans are openminded to all races, peoples and cultures.
There is no special problem with Ameri
cans working illegally in Mexico, Oppor
tunities are always given them to speed
up legalizations.
Moreno emphasizes the fact that Mexi
co’s national project is to form a nation
with the natives. “We know it will take
time, but we’re in no hurry. We will suc
ceed. Mexico is not racist. In some fami
lies, the first son looks Spanish, the sec
ond son looks Indian. All of us have Span
ish names. All of us are catholics. All of
us speak Spanish except for small groups
ot tribes living in remote parts of the
country.”
There was one more question to ask,
and that related to Mexico’s role in Cen
tral American relations. “Mexico is very
zealous of her national independence and
does not like interference from other
governments. However, she is a part of
the Spanish-speaking world and is very
unified to it,” answered Moreno, and add
ed that “the position of the Mexican gov
ernment is that every country should be
left to do its thing without interferences.
This is the reason Mexico maintains good
realtions with Cuba. If they want to be
communists, let them. However, the posi
tion of the people is not always the posi
tion of the government. Many people be
lieve the U.S. should help the Central

American governments against possible
communism.”
Moreno has always been a student or
teacher. Learning, to him, is leisure, not
work. He has taught every level of stu
dent. Asked if he was surprised to see so
many older students at UNF, he quickly
said they are very receptive; anxious to
learn more and more; and seem happier
because of this.
Moreno was bom and educated in Gra
nada, Spain but came to Mexico 25 years
ago; met and married a Mexican of
Spanish lineage; and now has five chil
dren. Mrs. Moreno is home in Mexico
with four of them. The fifth, a son, is here
with his father who says he is good com
pany for him and helps with the driving.
The son is taking courses at UNF.
Their home town, Guadalajara, is very
modem and beautiful Moreno says. It
has a population of three-million. “There
are 40,000 American citizens in Guadala
jara. It is a paradise for them because
their dollars are worth so much more.”
Don’t wait to see him there. Stop by his
office. He will give you a big Spanish wel
come.

Photo by Jim Crosby

Dr. Enrique Moreno, visiting Fulbright Scholar from Guadalajara, Mexico
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Writer says city has six
drivers in 200,000 bodies
Commentary
By Terry Enns
Special to the Spinnaker

An unfortunate fact of living in Jack
sonville is that there are often many
miles and several hours of driving re
quired in order to get somewhere within
the city limits, especially if one lives at
an extreme end of the city.
However, due to many of these so
journs, I have come upon the realization
that there are not 200,000÷ drivers in
Jacksonville; rather, there are six driv
ers in 200,000+ bodies.
I usually encounter the first of these
drivers on any given morning when he is
enjoying the "Businessman’s Breakfast.”
This consists of a cup of coffee in the left
hand, a newspaper propped on the steer
ing wheel, and the radio tuned to “Morn
ing Edition,” while driving to work.
This man obviously has better things
to do with his time than to be bothered
with the trivialities of driving to work.
Driving is an inconvenience to him. He
would much rather hyperspace to work.
On days when I am late, I never fail to
encounter someone who has a terminal
case of "Policeman’s Panic.” This dis
ease is apt to strike men or women,
young or old, at any time. It is the dread
ed fear of passing the policeman who is
deliberately driving 43 mph in the fast
lane of I-95 at 8:25 a.m., daring anyone to
pass him.
Nobody does.
Everyone is late to work.
When I am driving somewhere and I
have my mind on some other important
matter, like who the cute girl in the car
behind me is, I inevitably find myself
driving behind someone who has an
acute case of "Brakeophobia.” This is an
unexplained fear among many drivers,
mainly women, that they will be unable
to halt the forward propulsion of their au
tomobile. Unfortunately, this generally
means that when they spot a red light
four blocks away, they begin to prespire
profusely, and immediately begin to slow

down. Or they are just as apt to slam on
their brakes in the middle of an empty
road for no apparent reason. Presum
ably, they are testing their brakes to pre
pare for an emergency situation.
In either case, the Brakeophite has
caused me to have heart failure and run
into the back of her car because I was
still oogling the girl in the car behind me.
Another particularly annoying habit of
Jacksonville drivers that I have noticed
is that of "Merging Mania.” This is the
tendency of drivers to race towards a
spot where two lanes of traffic are
merged into one. As soon as the traffic
files into the single lane, the winning
driver immediately slows down 15 mph
below the speed limit, again making ev
eryone late for work.
A tragic fact about Jacksonville driv
ers is that they are all either afflicted
with "Lackadaisical Left-hands” or they
all have broken left hands.
I have come to this conclusion by logi
cally deducing that while all drivers are
taught to use their turn signals while
making lane changes or turns, no Jack
sonville drivers do that. Therefore, since
they were taught to do the above, and
they are not doing it, their hands must be
incapacitated in some manner.
Rumors that this disease afflicts only
drivers of pick-up trucks from Clay
County with gun racks in their back win
dows are false.
No doubt everyone has some of these
qualities in their driving. However, the
following scale will help to put these
characteristics into perspective. If your
driving is characterized by:
One or two of the above, you may con
sider yourself a normal driver. Not safe,
but normal.
Two or three — You have had at least
two tickets in the past year, probably an
accident, and none of your friends wants
to ride with you.
Five or six — Shame on you. Driving
with a suspended license is illegal. But
don’t worry, there are 200,000 other driv
ers out there just like you.
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Amendment one message
like roll of distant drum
We have talked to a lot of people on both sides of Amendment One
and have come away admitting there is validity for both sides of the
issue.
The bill, in simplest terms, starts with the base fiscal year 1980-81,
limits revenue increases in subsequent years to two-thirds of the prior
calendar year change in the Consumer Price Index, and requires that
any taxing jurisdiction desiring to exceed the limits must come back
to the voters for approval.
Proponents say they want more of a say in how their tax monies
are being spent by politicians. They demand more efficiency in gov
ernment machinery. They say they are revolting against a history of
government programs purported to be tax reliefs when in fact, they
are merely tax shifts.
Opponents, in education, say the bill would be a disaster. They be
lieve that quality education in the third fastest growing state in the na
tion can only be bought by paying a better price. They say Floridians
are under-taxed anyway, compared to other states. At UNF, they say
this fledgling institution could be brought to its knees.
Our investigation turned up numerous surveys on how the general
voting public feels about Amendment One. There is one word for it.
Confused. The issue is so complex it is hard to grasp the entire con
cept.
There is one low rumble in the distance, however. It is the sound of
shrinking household budgets, unemployment lines, diversity between
the haves and the have-nots — all of which, if funneled into the voting
booths next November, may result in an overwhelming vote for any
thing that even smells like tax relief, whether it is understood by the
voter or not.
There’s a message somewhere in all this for politicians and other
government employees.

Arrival of spring marked by
countdown to graduation — 47
By Terry Enns
Special to the Spinnaker

Spring is finally and officially here.
For all the purists who state that
spring has not yet arrived, but that it is
marked instead solely by the vernal equi
nox on the 20th of March, I argue that
that event is merely a formality, and that
all the physical manifestations of spring
have already occured.

Commentary
You will know that spring has officially
begun when:
Temperatures suddenly soar into the
seventies because of a sudden warm
front, only to be driven back into the thir
ties the following night by a NorthEastern wind.
The Jacksonville Bulls start playing
football? and in the spring?
Mid-term exams are over.
Dad starts asking when spring break is
so the house can get painted.
All the leagues start. The baseball lit
tle leagues, the bowling leagues, the
League of Women Voter Debates — ev
ery fourth year, and most importantly in
Jacksonville, the softball leagues.
You finally don’t have to wear a sweat
er at night.
Student Government elections ap

proach with great speed. By the way,
does anyone really know when they are?
Or does anyone even care?
People start showing up at work with
sunburns.
People don’t show up at work due to an
acute case of Beachitus.
You beg your professor to hold class
outside.
Half of Jacksonville is drinking Robitussin by the bottle in order to alleviate
its colds.
High school and college seniors are af
flicted with a rare and dangerously con
tagious malady called senioritus. This
disease is prone to fill the beaches on any
given day with hundreds of students, and
fill the students with apathy.
You see more New York and Pennsyl
vania license plates than you see Florida
license plates.
Something besides pine trees and rye
grass turns green.
A lawn mower wakes you up at 7:30
Saturday morning.
You have to wear a sweater at night
again.
Your neighbor installs a swimming
pool in his back yard, and then installs a
fence around his yard so you won’t be
tempted to test the chlorine content in
the water for him one hot summer after
noon.
You start counting the number of days
to graduation — there are only 47.
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Amendment One could mean sudden adjustments
By Jocelyn W. Griffo
Spinnaker Managing Editor
Opponents who say Amendment One
would cripple the state's ability to deliver
vital services and keep up with popula
tion growth are growing increasingly
concerned over voter action at the No
vember polls. Particularly those in the
field of education.

The current funding crisis hovering over
the University of North Florida could
mushroom if Amendment One passes, ac
cording to UNF officials.
“We’re [UNF] at that threshold where
if somebody removed a couple of million
dollars from us we would be in a total
retrechment posture,” said Dr. William
C. Merwin, provost, vice president of aca
demic affairs. “Which means we would
probably have to lay off 40 — 50 faculty
members and administrators.
“We would likely be thinking about get
ting rid of four colleges. We would no
longer be making a committment to, say,
the nursing college or technology,” he
said.
Saying the worst possible case would
be the elimination of the three smallest

cation.
“If you look at the current budget.”
said Havill, there’s $100 million worth of
‘turkeys’ there. By ‘turkeys’ I mean [such
items as] $76,000 to enforce betting regu
lations abolished years ago; $100,000 to
construct or wall in a Florida room in the
governor’s mansion and $150,000 for the
Miss Teenage America contest to be held
in Lakeland — the Senate president lives
there. I could go on and on. You could cut
out most of the ‘turkeys’ and find more
than the necessary funds [to operate
UNF],” he said.
What about UNF?
The question remains, then, if the amend
ment passes, does UNF have a plan of
action and in what areas will the impact
be greatest?
Associate Vice President of Academic
Affairs Dr. Gary Fane said administra
tion has “looked at some preliminary
numbers” based on an estimate by a con
sultant hired by the Board of Regents.
The estimate anticipated a one-third re
duction of revenues to the state universi
ty system.

Amendment one — what is it?
“Amendment one is a change in philoso
phy.”
So says Ed Havill, chairman of Florid
ians for Tax Relief and co-author of the
controversial proposal to roll back taxes
to fiscal year 1980-81 and limit revenue
increases in subsequent years to twothirds of the prior calendar year change
in the Consumer Price Index.
Havill has remained unmovable from
his position that the amendment does not
limit taxes but is a voter control amend
ment and the objective is property tax
relief and increasing citizen involvement
in tax matters.

Havill said, “(proponents of the amend
ment are saying] yes, government, you
have a right to a certain amount to cover
basic services. Beyond that, come back
to the taxpayer to ask for more . . . vot
ers want more accountability in spending
their public monies.”
The amendment, which has been
known as “Citizen’s Choice” and later as
“Proposition One,” is confusing to the
public at large and originally was “pooppoohed” by officials and administrators
until it gained a position on the Novem
ber ballot by petition — satisfying a re
quirement of the Florida constitution.

tion would be mandatory.
Program adjustments would certainly
affect athletics, lower division and other
academic efforts but not necessarily oncampus housing.
The amendment specifically exempts
bonded indebtedness. On-campus housing
will be funded by a combined bonding
loan structure as opposed to general rev
enue money, which is subject to the bill’s
limitations.

ty and a $2,875 average salary increase
for university faculty.”
Havill, who serves as property tax ap
praiser for Lake County, charged that
tax appraisers are under pressure to
meet the requirements of tax rolls sent
out by state officials.
“People put together their wish list,”
he said, “they want a car, they want to go
to Europe, they want all these things, but
they’ve got $20,000 income, so they’ve got
to par down their wish list.
“Government, on the other hand, puts
its wish list together then goes out and
gets whatever money it takes to buy all
those things.”
He charged that citizens do not get the
$25,000 homestead exemption, “sold to
the voters as property tax relief,” if the
tax appraiser turns down the “wish list.”
Turlington objected to the phrase
“wish list” but admitted the possibility
did exist.

The cost of the biggest service

Dr. Gary Fane — in charge of UNF
money

Dr. William C. Merwin, UNF provost

universities, of which UNF is one, Mer
win said, “The dollar amounts calculated
pretty quickly would be in the neighbor
hood of something between $50 to $70 mil
lion a year — we would have that much
less revenue in the state university sys
tem,” he said.
“Or,” he continued,"you could take a
little bit off each one of us which is prob
ably what would happen politically, and
we would be on our knees.”
In an interview with The Spinnaker,
Lake County Tax Appraiser Ed Havill,
co-author of the controversial Amend
ment One, called Merwin’s analogies “a
lot of scare stories” and said “Govern
ment isn’t necessarily going to cut educa
tion [funding]. . . I think people will vote
to have quality education in Florida.”
Havill said, “Number one, Proposition
One doesn’t tell government how to
spend money and what to spend it on.
Government could cut back in other
areas and have as much or more money
available [for education after Proposition
One passes] as today.”
Beyond the basic services provided by
the state, Havill said, Amendment One
proponents want government to come
back to the taxpayer for approval and ac
countability.

“Our budget here is approximately $17
million. . . [eliminating] one third of that
means a significant portion of UNF’s
educational effort,” Fane said.
Specific programs which would be af
fected have not been identified yet, but
the certain impact on salaries would be
unavoidable.

The responsibility for sufficient fund
ing of the state’s basic services, of which
education is the largest, lies squarely on
the ethics and financial capability of poli
ticians, according to Havill. Legislators,
he said, could take out what he terms
waste spending and shift monies on line
items within the state’s budget to ade
quately fund basic services such as edu

If the amendment passes, the Legisla
ture will have seven months to imple
ment a 22.6 percent reduction in rev
enues and expenditures. According to
Fane, the program adjustments at UNF
would probably have to take place within
the following four months. The analysis
on a state level would be so broad and
time consuming, the rapid implementa

Photo by Jim Crosby

Can’t protect salary, tenure

“Our biggest single item of expense in
delivering educational services is sala
ries,” he said, “so when you’re talking
about a cut of this magnitude, you’re
talking of eliminating a lot of faculty
lines, and faculty support lines.”
Tenure is no insurance against layoffs.
There is a procedure, said Fane, for fi
nancial exigencies within the state, with
in the university system and within
UNF’s own governance structure for lay
offs in a financial crisis. First impact
would be felt by the newly-hired and sup
port personnel but if an entire program
were eliminated, for example, tenured
faculty would be laid off.
“ . . . there is a process, governed by
our collective bargaining agreement with
the union and other procedures we have
in place, to do this.” Fane said.

Public education is the largest of all the
state’s programs, representing a total of
$3,331.3 million in 1982-83 or 44.5 percent
of all state programs. Of these expendi
tures, university expenditures represent
12.3 percent and community colleges rep
resent 3.8 percent.
In a debate before the annual Florida
School Board Attorney’s Association,
Ralph Turlington, commissioner of edu
cation, said Floridians are among the
least taxed in the nation, ranking 44th in
the amount of taxes spent.
Calling the amendment a “scattergun
approach” and charging the proponents
are trying to “fix something that isn’t
broken”, he said the per capita tax in 1982
averaged $533 compared to a national av
erage of $702.
On a national average, he said Florida
ranked 47th in spending for public
schools as measured by personal income.
Havill disagreed, claiming Florida was
25th in dollars spent per pupil while New
York ranked number two. “Check the
SAT scores,” he said, “[you’ll find] very
little differences between Florida and
New York”
Havill’s position on education spending
is that more tax dollars do not make bet
ter students.
He charges Gov. Bob Graham’s aim in
raising Florida into the “upper quartile’”
of per capita expenditures on education
has been to spend more. He pointed out
that since 1966 national sch∞l expendi
tures up to 1980 almost quadrupled from
$25.4 billion to $96.9 billion. In this period,
he said, scholastic aptitude test scores
reflect significant deterioration in educa
tion.
According to information distributed
by Havill’s organization, Floridians for
Tax Relief, State Rep. Dorothy Sample, a
Republican from St. Petersburg, contact
ed the Chancellor’s office for the state
university sytem and learned that Flori
da ranks fifth place in the nation in num
ber of merit scholars and that while av
erage full-time faculty salaries in Florida
ranked 22nd, the 12th rank state paid only
$1,000 per annum additional.

Graham’s position on quality schools
In Graham’s 1984-85 biennial budget rec
ommendations dated Feb. 20,1984, he has
asked for $14,180,879 to “increase faculty
salaries to allow Florida to reach the up
per quartile by 1985-86, to bring the salary
average for all ranks of education and
general faculty to $32,511.” And $27,111,764
in “new dollars for community colleges
and universities to an average $2,962 sala
ry increase for community college facul

Jerry W. Milliman, director of the bu
reau of economic and business research
for the University of Florida, maintains
however, the amendment does not call
for a cutback to 1980 81 revenues.
In a UF publication, he wrote: Instead,
the 1980-81 revenue base is adjusted for
ward by two-thirds of the increases in the
Consumer Price Index and by special
provisions applying to the property taxes
(ad valorem revenues.) This means that
many governments will be allowed
1985-86 revenues approximately 20 per
cent above the 1980-81 base. Yet the
1985-86 Proposition No. 1 revenue limit
may still be considerably less than cur
rently projected 1985-86 revenues and ex
penditures for most governmental units.
It has been estimated, for example,
that in the first year (1985-86), Proposi
tion No. 1 would reduce state govern
ment revenues (and expenditures) 22.6
percent or $2.4 billion from the amount
now projected for 1985-86. However, state
revenues allowed by the limit would still
have increased 28 percent above 1980-81
levels.
Milliman pointed out that more than 30
states have adopted fiscal limitations on
cities and counties and school districts as
of mid-1981, generally with voter approv
al. He said that while it is too early to tell
what the long-run effects will be, that in
the short run, . . . “it seems fair to con
clude that the results have not been dra
matic despite predictions of dire conse
quences and/or amazing benefits nor the
costs appear to have been as large as ex
pected by supporters or opponents.”

Educators argue education will be hurt
by Amendment one. “I just find it very
hard to believe that there is waste to the
extent of one third of the current level of
expenditures. I just find that very hard to
believe — that you could reallocate and
be more efficient and do a better job,”
said Fane.
Havill, in the meantime, remains ada
mant in his position. Amendment One
will require any taxing jurisdiction desir
ing to exceed specified limits to come to
the voters for approval through the refer
endum process. “The bottom line is peo
ple can vote to override the limits of Pro
position One,” he said.
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Tuition hike Forensic Club members to compete in
meets stiff
two national oratorical competitions
opposition
By Jocelyn W. Griffo

Spinnaker Managing Editor

By Candi Preston
Spinnaker News Editor

Gov. Bob Graham’s proposal to raise
tuition rates for Florida university stu
dents is meeting stiff opposition from the
Florida Student Association (FSA) and
the State Legislature.
Graham is proposing a 12.5 percent or
$10 million hike in tuition for the 1984-85
academic year.
“We will oppose any tuition increase,”
said Fred Kittinger, executive director of
the FSA. “We are sending letters to all of
the state’s senators and represen
tatives expressing our views.”
According to Bob Henker, an educa
tion analyst for Graham, Florida uni
versity students now pay 18 percent
of their education. Graham would like
to see that figure rise to approxi
mately 25 percent, which would bring
Florida just above the national aver
age of 24 percent.

Carl Blackwell, budget director for the
Florida Board of Regents (BOR) said the
proposed increase would mean an
$81.00hike for college freshmen and soph
omores carrying fifteen credit hours a
semester.
The increase for juniors, seniors and
graduate students would be even higher,
said Blackwell.
According to Bob Henker, an educa
tion analyst for Graham, Florida univer
sity students now pay 18 percent of their
education. Graham would like to see that
figure rise to approximately 25 percent,
which would bring Florida just above the
national average of 24 percent.
“We have no problem with that fig
ure,” said Kittinger. “The problem is,
Graham wants to achieve that figure in
as little time as possible which will put a
strain on the finances of the students.”
The FSA is meeting this week, said
Kittinger, to try to establish a long term
— five year — position and policy to
reach that figure. A policy that will not
put too much of a strain on the finance of
Florida’s university students.
Kittinger said the FSA believes strong
ly that a student should not be denied ac
cess to an education because of finances.
“Financial consideration should never
preclude somebody from getting an edu
cation.”

The FSA’s position is being supported
by many members of the state Legisla
ture, including Sen. Jack Gordon, Miami
Beach, chairman of the Senate Educa
tion Committee.
Rep. Herb Morgan, D-Tallahassee,
said in a speech at Florida State Univer
sity that the Legislature was in a “no
new taxes, for sure” mood, and that
would probably include hikes in tuition.
Morgan said the legislators are reluc
tant to raise any fees because of the pos
sibility of a Novemeber, statewide vote
on the revenue — limiting Proposition
One.
According to Morgan, Proposition One
is a bigger threat to students than Gra
ham’s proposed tuition increase because
it (Prop One) would roll back funding for
education back to the 1980-1 level.
Sen. Joe Carlucci, D-Jacksonville, said
that Gov. Graham can propose all the tui
tion hikes he wants. “We’re (the Senate)
going to build our own budget” and tui
tion increases are not going to be in it.
One senator who had not looked close
ly at the budget yet was Arnett Girar
deau, D-Jacksonville. He believes, how
ever, that tuition increases should not be
one of the major methods of paying for
state education.
Girardeau said the governor was
“making a mistake by proposing to in
crease tuition to keep pace with the econ
omy.”

The University of North Florida For
ensics Club will be traveling to Lincoln,
Neb. and Statesboro, Ga. to compete in
two of the most respected oratorial com
petitions in the nation after qualifying in
Florida Intercollegiate Association de
bates.
■ The club will be represented in Ne
braska by Ozzie Banicki, team director
and coach, and team member L. David
Ferrari, who received second place in
the state in the category of “persuasive
speaking”. First place went to Marci
Groover of Stetson University.
According to Banicki, both Groover
and Ferrari are expected to compete at
the Intrastate Oratorical Association,
along with two similarly qualified win
ners from each of the 50 states. Their
speeches, said Banicki, will be published
in the Library of Congress.
Banicki said Ferrari will deliver a
“problem and solution” argument on pa
rental kidnapping. The thrust of the argu
ment, he said, will entail research into
the number of kidnappings of minor chil
dren each year by an estranged parent
who carries them across state lines. Fer
rari’s solution will be the proposal of a
federal law to plug loopholes in various
state laws which currently prevent the
immediate return of kidnapped children.
Banicki said the criteria for judging
will focus on content and delivery. He
said, “The judges will have in mind a bal
ance between logic and emotion [in the
argument].” The oration must stand the
test of three preliminary and two semi
final competitions to qualify for the final.
“David must rank high in each of the pre
liminaries,” he said.
Each orator will be ranked in descend
ing order on a scale of one to six by the
judges. Competitors with the best rank
ings will advance to the semi-finals, ac
cording to Banicki. In the semi-finals the
competitors not only are ranked but re
ceive quality points. “[Quality points are]
like 70 — 100, just like in the classroom,”
he said.
Judging at this point becomes more
subjective and judges depend more upon
their years of experience, according to
Banicki.
The top three orators from each of the
semi-finals will qualify for the final.
Other members of the club have quali
fied to attend the National Forensics
Tournament in Statesboro, Ga. the week
end of April 28.
Jason Burnett, a management major
and announced candidate for the office of
president of student government at UNF,
qualified for this competition in the “im
promptu” and “extemporaneous”
cataegories; Sid Gray, a literaturecommunciations major, qualified in poet
ry reading; and Ferrari qualified in im
promptu, extemporaneous and persua
sive speaking.
According to Burnett, who is also team
captain, the impromptu category de
mands a lot. of off-the-cuff organization
and decision analysis.
“Usually you just walk in cold,” he
said.
Competitors are given a topic and
three minutes in which to prepare a fourminute delivery.
For example, Burnett said, he once
was given a quotation from the English
poet, William Blake: Eternity is in love
with the productions of time. Another
time he was handed a hat with the adver
tising logo on the crown: Skeeter’s big
biskits. He said he was able to successful
ly prepare four minutes of logical oration
on advertising and the differences of eth
ical and unethical advertising, on the lat
ter topic.
Burnett qualified in the extemporane
ous category also. He said competitors
are usually given 30 minutes preparation
time to prepare a seven minute speech
and they are allowed to use notes and
any files they may have brought.
According to Banicki, oratorial compe
titions generally fall into three major

Luigi D. Ferrari, debater par excellence

Connie Luke, newest member of the Forensics Team
Photo by Jim Crosby, Photo editor
types. 1) oral interpretation, including po
etry, prose, dramatic reading and duo
interpretation (two people); 2) pre
planned public speaking, including per
suasive, informative, communication
analysis and after dinner (humor) speak
ing; 3) short preparation, including im
promptu and extemporaneous.
Connie Luke, newest member of the
team, won the national outstanding de
bater award at Robert E. Lee High
School in 1980 and is presently being
coached in extemporaneous and im
promptu speaking.
She said the training “gives me a
chance to speak and develop communi
cation skills which I think are very imporant. And you’re dealing with people on
a day to day basis and you have to be
able to communicate with them. These
two events force you to keep up with cur
rent events — national and international
affairs.”
Competitors will travel to Statesboro
by auto, according to Banicki, but Ferra
ri and Banicki will fly to Nebraska.
Funds for travel are provided by the Stu
dent Government Association and by the
UNF Administration.
Burnett said the cost of joining the
Forensics club is nominal — $4 or $5 —

and all expenses are paid for competi
tors.
He estimates he spends about one hour
per week being coached and several
hours on his own reading up on current
events and practicing. He said approxi
mately one or two weekends per month
are spent at out of town tournaments.
He was quick to cite travel as one of
the overriding benefits. He recalled one
trip which found the team in Washington
D.C. at night and his first encounter with
the recently dedicated Vietnam Veterans
Memorial in floodlights. “It was emotion
al,” he said. The team members and
coach went from landmark to landmark
that night. “We had Washington to our
selves,” he said.
Burnett has a lot of praise for Banicki.
“We have one of the best coaches in the
nation,” he said, “ . . . [he] has produced
several champions. I cannot speak highly
enough of the man.”
Banicki is an adjunct at both UNF and
Florida Junior College. He has taught
and coached oratorial teams at FJC for
11 years and he coached the UNF teams
in 1976 and 1978. He holds a masters de
gree in speech from West Michigan Uni
versity, Kalamazoo.
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Quinlan assumes duties
as university relations VP
By Spinnaker Staff
The new Vice President of University
Relations has assumed duties after being
named to the post in November, 1983.
Dr. Thomas E. Quinlan came to the
University of North Florida from West
ern Washington University in Belling
ham, Wash. Quinlan said Jacksonville
and UNF appear to be entering “a sig
nificant period of planned growth.”
He succeeds Dr. George W. Corrick
who resigned Dec. 31, 1983 and joined the
educational administration and supervi
sion faculty in the college of education
and human services.
Quinlan holds a doctorate degree in in
ternational and comparative education
from the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) and has completed post
doctoral studies at Columbia University
and Harvard Graduate School of Busi
ness.

He earned his bachelors degree from
The University of Michigan and has stud
ied at Lake Forest College, the Universi
ty of Vermont, Wayne State University
and Yale University.
At Western Washington University,
Quinlan served a dual role as vice presi
dent for both student affairs and univer
sity advancement. He has taught at Ken
yatta College of the University of Nairo
bi, Kenya; Loyola-Mary mount
University in Los Angeles; and in Michi
gan and California public schools.
AT UNF he will be responsible for su
pervision and coordination of the offices
of development, public relations, alumni
affairs and as executive diretor of the
UNF Foundation, Inc.
Quinlan and his wife, Sharon, are the
parents of two daughters and a son: Mrs.
Deborah Stevens, 28; Hiliary, 24, and
Trevor, 20. The Quinlans plan to locate
permanently in the Beaches area.

Dr. Thomas E. Quinlan,Vice President for University Relations

collegiate crossword
Meals
in
Minutes

18
19
20
22
23
25
27
28
30
32
33

Spinnaker Columnist

This wonderful recipe for Chicken with
Wine Gravy was given to me by Florence
Hellender, secretary specialist in the Stu
dent Government Association office. Ms.
Hellender assured me that this recipe
was quite good, but I did not expect it to
be that good! This dish caused quite a
stir in my family. . .in fact, my husband
almost demanded that I make it again
over the weekend for our dinner guests.
Needless to say, I was very amazed by
his reaction. . .my husband rarely asks
me to cook the same dish during the
same week. So let that stand as testimo
ny as to the credibility of this dish.

35
37
39
40
43

47
48
50
51

DOWN

Chicken with Wine Gravy
3
6
2
1

lb. fryer, cut up, or
chicken breast halves
cans of cream of mushroom soup
soup can of white wine

Salt and pepper the chicken and place
the pieces in a 3 qt. glass casserole dish.
Mix the wine and the soup and pour the
mixture over the chicken. Cover the dish
with foil and cook at 350o for 45 minutes.
Remove the foil and c∞k the chicken
for another 15 minutes.
Serve the wine gravy over rice or noo
dles if preferred.
This meal goes along perfectly with a
fresh tossed salad, a green vegetable,
and butter-topped, oven toasted bread.
Remember that any and all simple and
tasty recipes are welcomed by me at The
Spinnaker.

1
8

14
15
17

By Rebacca Baxter-Filion

53 Tree of the birch'
family
55 French kings
Dutch philosopher
Wonder of the world 56 French morning
58 Unsatisfactory
locale
product
Degree of quality
60 Presidential
Boat race
monogram
Everything counted
61 Put to use
(2 wds.)
63 Hemophiliac
Gave forth
65 Merrymaker
Prefix: wool
66 Molybdenum, e.g.
Barbara and Sir
67 Disavow again
Anthony
68 Gnawing animals
Coast
Ms. Arden, et al.
Close to (poet.)
Actor Jannings
Avian abodes
Shoe parts
Cakes and ----Inferior sub
stitute
God of the sea
Swerve
Mr. Connery
Eileen or Walter
On the stock
exchange
"Light-horse Harry"
Hatred
Audacity
Formerly, formerly

ACROSS

SLEPPOTSERFOXYT

MECOXNUDTSLODXS

AAAOETABARCEOOU
RNGTNMROBIMRCRB

TOALASBAOEVIOTP
IPTGBAITROTDNWO

1 Triangle with
unequal sides
2 Idle chatter
3 Disease
4 Insect egg
5 Woodwind instrument
6 Classmate of Dobie
Gillis
7 Eve and Enoch
8 Beforehand bargains
9 ----- and haw
10 Spartan king
11 Early-blooming
(poet.)
12 Empire or footstool
13 Infertile
16 Fred Astaire's
sister
21 ----- sign
24 Ward (off)
26∙ Drive back
29 Taker of
dictation
31 Cleaning problem

34 "The Prisoner
of - "
36 Racer Al or Bobby
38 Good-natured
ridicule
40 One who scolds
41 Fidgety
42 Unclad
44 Walked on
45 Apparent
46 Gobi and Mojave
47 Relative of the
monkey
49 Organization
component
52 Like a bathroom
wall
54 Comic strip
character
57 Shade of green
59 Exigency
62 Buddhist sect
64 Scottish uncle

ATEPILTDPVYOAYE

LSRDMSREETAGNXN

Can you find the hidden 1ega1 terms?
Answer on page 4

LUVESEAXIREFEOA

ARNETSTVTNAOIRT
WTR.DEVIACEPTLPN
SUBMFROYEFACION

DRESPANXYVNALOT

SNOMMUSYOTAEVAN
THESIHCNARFCROW

ABATE
ACT OF GOD
AGENCY
ARBITRATION
BAILMENT
CAVEAT EMPTOR
CONSIDERATION
DAMAGES
DEED
DURESS
EASEMENT
ESCROW
ESTOPPEL
FELON

FRANCHISE
LIEN
MARTIAL LAW
NOVATION
PATENT
PRIVITY
PROBATE
PROOF
PROXY
REMEDY
SUBPOENA
SUMMONS
TORT
TRUST
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Faculty
Jottings

By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columinist

Dr. John (Jack) Kelly, assistant pro
fessor of education in allied health,
teaches courses in “Alcohol and Drugs”
and “Health Issues in the Community”.
He has worked on a “Health Risk Ap
praisal” form for the Communicable Dis
ease Center in Atlanta which, when filled
out by an applicant, can be put into a
computer to determine the health risks
and life expectancy of the applicant. Kel
ly has done this for the nursing division
at UNF and hopes to offer it to all the
people on campus. Presently, it is used in
his classes and the hospitals. There are
only five campuses in the U.S. using it,
and UNF is the only one in Florida.
Dr. Joan L. Bray, assistant professor of
natural sciences, has just participated in
a workshop at Orange Park High School
for Clay County teachers and talked on
“Jumping Genes” — the work that Dr.
Barbara McClintock won the Nobel Prize
for. Bray also has a new computer in her
home and is “like a kid with a new toy”
. . . Welcome to Dr. Richard Eisenman,
visiting professor from Maryland and
teaching Statistics at UNF this semes
ter. . . Dr. Susana Urbina, associate pro
fessor of psychology, likes older students.
“They have a better basic education than
today’s students,” she says . . . Dr. Jane
Decker, associate professor of political
science, has had a very busy February.
She has two big programs going on. One
is as Director of the Center for Local
Government Administration with JEA
top management. The other is a Fellows
Program (city government) going on for
six weeks on our UNF campus. “Mayor
Godbold supports this program and
nominates the Fellows, but the money
for it comes from the state — Florida In
stitutional Government,” she says . . .
Dr. Darwin Coy, professor of natural sci
ences, is working on a grant with Dr.
Travis Carter, associate professor of psy
chology, which they hope to get from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. If suc
cessful, they plan to work on the grant at
an Advent Christian Home nearby. Their
research will be on nutrition — what el
derly people eat; what their blood chem
istry is; and their magnesium level. Coy
and Carter have just returned from a
conference on “Megatrends of Aging”
. . . Charlotte Mabrey, assistant profes
sor of music, directs An Evening of 20th
Century Music at the UNF Boathouse on
Friday, March 23, 8:00 p.m. Mark your
calendar NOW . . . Dr. Marianne Betkouski, associate professor of education,
along with Dr. Ray Bowman, associate
professor of natural sciences and Ed
Chandler, division of technology, are ex
cited and busy with a huge grant award
ed them from the Florida State Depart
ment of Education, Math, science, and
computer education are the components.
Bowman is project director and director
of sending out consultants to the county
school system, grades 1-9. Chandler
heads the computer network to distribute
software by phone to the schools. Betkouski is in charge of learning and mem
ory research for the project. (Note: this
is her specialty) This program has been
judged as one of the model projects in
the state. As a result, Betkouski says “it
will have implications for the whole state
of Florida.” They hope other grants will
follow ...
Dr. Robert Loftin, profes
sor of philosophy, in his field ornithology
(bird identification) course, admits the
weather is unbelievable. The students
are in longjohns and boots or shorts and
shirtsleeves. They alternate between
UNF and the Mayport Jetties, three
hours at a time. Loftin says if they [students] aren’t in good physical shape, they
will be when the course is over.

Mark Davis, president of the Sawmill
Slough environmental group at the
University of North Florida, spoke to
supporters of presidential candidate
Jesse Jackson at the Florida Theatre
on Mar. 12. Davis, a graphic arts ma
jor at UNF, addressed Jackson’s
“Rainbow Coalition” of supporters on
the subject of environmental pollu
tion and nuclear disarmament. Davis
expressed support for Jackson, say
ing that Jackson was “...the man who
can bring us all together.,,Davis, a
member of the Duval County Citizens
for Nuclear Freeze, called for a halt
to all nuclear arms production.

Photos by Jim Crosby, Photo editor

Presidential candidate Jesse Jackson
appeared at the Florida Theatre

ARNOLDS
ICECREAM
ICE
CREAM

NEXT TO
“COCONUTS”
ACROSS FROM
THE MALL...

GOURMET ICE CREAM, VERY RICH
AND CREAMY, MADE WITH NATURAL,
INGREDIENTS, MADE FRESH DAILY,
WITH FLAVORS YOU'LL LOVE.....

WE ALSO HAVE
SHAKES
Ice Cream Sodas
FLOATS
MALTS
Create your own
Sundaes or Banana
Splits.......

- NEW TRY OUR TOP
QUALITY HOT DOGS

OPEN LATE DAILY

ITALIAN
Gelato
PRODUCED IN-STORE EVERY DAY,
GELATO IS A LOW BUTTERFAT, RICH,

HIGHLY FLAVORFUL DAIRY
PRODUCT THAT WILL BOGGLE THE
TASTE BUDS....

SORBETTO
Λ Celalo variety that is totally FΛT-FREE with
flavor such as .STRAWBERRY ∙ RASBERRY ∙
BLUEBERRY ∙ WILD CHERRY ∙ AND MORE..

"MIXINS"
Such as Μ & M's. crushed Reese's Cup. Heath
Bars Granola. Crushed Oreos, and many
other goodies Expertly kneaded into the
Ice Cream before your eyes.
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Clubs and etc.
Ladies’ softball coming

According to Jolene MacFadden a ladies’
slow-pitch softball team is being organ
ized and the first meeting is scheduled
for March 27 at noon in Bldg. 2, Room
2061.
All women associated with the Univer
sity of North Florida are eligible to par
ticipate. All interested parties may at
tend the organizing meeting. For further
details call MacFadden or Mel Brown at
UNF ext. 2940 afternoons, or Intramural
Director Mike Argento at ext. 2832.

Phi Theta Kappa on the road
A big thank-you to everyone who partici
pated last Saturday in the honorary in
duction of President McCray and the fol
lowing reception. It certainly was a good
opportunity to meet with Dr. McCray
and chat awhile. Again many thanks to
everyone who made this evening a great
success.
We leave for the national convention in
Washington D.C. on March 21 There will
be four IOTA members attending. We
hope to bring home all the awards we
have been nominated for. Look for the
outcome in the next issue of The Spinna

Propeller Club goes “piggy back”

Commodore Club forming at UNF

Saturday, Feb. 25, The Propeller Club
sponsored a tour of the Southern Railway
Piggy-back facilities. Piggy-back is the
transportation term for moving over-theroad trailers by way of flat bed railcars.
This service is important to the mari
time industry in that it provides a link for
shippers to have access to seaports.
This tour was very beneficial because
it gave transportation students a handson look at the rail industries’ intermodal
division. The Propeller Club is grateful to
Mr. George Rice, the division manager of
the Intermodal Department.
Mike Erdelyi

A Commodore-64 computer users group
is forming at UNF. Students, faculty,
staff and friends are invited to join in the
organizational effort. Initial objectives
include: exchanging information with othe Commodore-64 users, obtaining Com
modore magazines for the UNF library,
obtaining a Commodore-64 with printer
for club members for on-campus use and
maintain a public-domain software li
brary, which members may copy. Over
100 can be obtained from other users
groups, which contain games, utility pro
grams, word-processor programs, songs,
educational programs, etc. For more in

formation contact Dr. J.S. Huebner, De
partment of Natural Sciences, Bldg. 3,
Room 2212.

Zeta Tau Alpha’s new pledges

Zeta Tau Alpha is pleased to announce
the new pledges. Congratulations to all of
them. They are: Robin Brashears, Melynda Capps, Donna Daugherty, Kay Dyer,

Nila Gπmes, Pam Henderson, Helen Mc
Coy, Andrea Reading and Nina Thrower.
ZTA is also planning their booth for
Earth Musicfest.

Geisendorff pleads guilty in UNF shooting
By Spinnaker staff
James Hoke Geisendorff, a former
University of North Florida fine arts ma
jor, has pleaded guilty to one count of as
sault, a misdemeanor, and will be sen
tenced on March 26. He could get one
year imprisonment and five years on pro
bation, according to UNF Police Sgt.
John Anderson.
Geisendorff had originally pleaded in
nocent to three felony charges in connec

tion with a June 6, 1983 incident during
which he was shot by a UNF police offi
cer. According to Florida law, any person
who is convicted of aggravated assault
upon a law enforcement officer while the
officer is engaged in the lawful perfor
mance of his duties, and who had in his
possession a firearm, must serve a mini
mum of three calendar years imprison
ment.
The former student was charged with

two counts of aggravated assault and one
count of carrying a concealed firearm af
ter he pursued his wife, Arlene, also a
student, into the UNF police office in
Bldg. Four and pointed a .38 caliber re
volver at two police officers. After being
ordered to “lay the gun down” at least
twice, Geisendorff turned and pointed his
weapon at Sgt. Richard G. Davis who
then fired at least four shots from his
own weapon at Geisendorff.

ker.

Upcoming events for April include the
UNF Earth Musicfest on April 14. We
will sponsor a bingo game and a drawing.
Volunteers will be needed to help out.
For details, ca∏ 725-1829.
PTK Hugs, Margie Q., Prez. 83-84

3rd ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE

Kappa Delta Pi activities
Kappa Delta Pi, UNF’s honor society,
has held two informative meetings this
term. In Feb., Kadelpians met at the
Florida Publishing Co. to hear speakers
share ideas on teaching the atypical
child. Mark Sweeney, principal of Green
field Elementary School, Jim Williams,
principal of Darnell-Cookman Counseling
Center, and Kathiann Montgomery, Ex
ceptional Student Education, Duval
County were the speakers.
In March, KDP members presented a
workshop on movement education as a
service to area teachers. The speakers
were Susan Tucker and Linda Belger,
Palm Avenue Exceptional Child Center,
and Karen Backilman, teacher at Hen
dricks Avenue School This workshop by
teachers for teachers presented many
ideas for both preservice and inservice
teachers to use with active learners.
Kappa Delta Pi will join the Council
for Exceptional Children in a booth for
children at the Earthfest in April. The
next KDP meeting will be Friday, April
13, at 5:30 at Darryl’s on Baymeadows
Road. No reservations needed. Our presi
dent, Dr. Walter Squires, will report on
the International Convocation he will at
tend in Montreal the week of April 2-6.
Officers will be elected on April 13 and
plans for the May initiation ceremony
will be made.
Lynn Raiser

CEC involved in Special Olympics

UNF’s Council for Exceptional Children
(CEC) is very involved with Special
Olympics this year. Brenda Batteh walks
around with a “Special Olympics smile”
most of the time. The CEC members who
are presently interning will host a re
union of the special education class of
1983 on Monday March 26 at 4 :30 in the
Special Education Department. After a
sandwich buffet, the Class of 1983 will tell
the Class of 1984 “How to Survive the
First Year of Teaching.” This is an annu
al event in which first year teachers in
special education share their new exper
tise with the students who have just fin
ished their student teaching. The special
education seniors are looking forward to
hearing how it really is to be a first year
teacher.
CEC will host an end of the year ban
quet on Saturday, April 14 at the Shera
ton. Special guests will be the faculty of
the Special Education Program.
Lynn Raiser

RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT
Saturday, March 31,1984
Racquet Power Racquetball Club
3390 κorl Rd., Mandarin
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

For Registration and Information
Contact the UNF intramural
Office at 646 2832

open to all students. Faculty and
Staff of area colleges, cost: $7 00

Deadline for sign up March 28, 1984
Awards will be given out in
Categories

A — Men — With one or more year experience
B — Men — With over 6 months experience
C — Men — With less than 6 months experience
Women's Open

SPONSORED BY
RACQUET POWER

RACQUETBALL CLUB

lite
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OUTSTANDING
RESTAURANT
POSITIONS...
COME TO CASA LUPITA!
Apply in Person
Monday thru Friday
8 am - 6 pm
Saturday, 9 am ∙ 3 pm
8520 Baymeadows Rd.
exit off I-95
Call 731-5445
Casa Lupita will welcome its customers
with an appealing Mexican menu, a
colorful choice of specialty bar
drinks and a sparkling white stucco
and Mexican tile decor.

MORE THAN 150 PEOPLE ARE
NEEDED TO BRING CASA LUPITA
TO LIFE!

We’ll be opening in February and
we re ready to hire the staff who will
make our new restaurant the favorite
dining spot in Jacksonville.

We are seeking energetic, outgoing, full
and part time food service personnel for
the following openings:

HOST/HOSTESS
WAITER/WAITRESS
COCKTAIL SERVER
BARTENDER
BAR ASSISTANT
RESTAURANT ATTENDANT
COOK/ ASSISTANT
KITCHEN ATTENDANT
If you have an enthusiastic personality
plus a commitment to hard work, we can
offer you a secure job with a bright future.
You can expect a good salary, a fresh
atmosphere and top quality co-workers
Casa Lupita is an equal opportunity
employer.
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Classified Ads
SUSAN MARTINI! Good luck at the Phi
Theta Kappa National Convention in
Washington DC. We are behind you 100
percent. PTK Hugs, IOTA of Florida.

SUSAN! We’re gonna make magic hap
pen for you in D.C.! Your magicians,
Margie, Bill, Karen, Margaret, Vernon.

FOR SALE: 1971 VW Poptop Camper
New tires, new generator and alternator.
Ready for vacation. Includes refrigera
tor, sink, baby bed, screened room, porta
potty. $3000 or best offer. Call 642-0158 af
ter 6 p.m.
INTERESTED IN LEARNING TO
CLOG? Classes start Mon. March 26,7:30
-8:45 in Arlington. Ca∏ 743-1885. Ask for
Kay.

FOR SALE: TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000
PERSONAL COMPUTER with two pro
grams. Call 268-5241 in mornings and
646-2523 during afternoons. Ask for
Jolene.
MODELS who wish to work on their port
folio. I can help you with quality pictures
at reasonable rates. For further informa
tion, call Mark Sablow at 733-6657.

QUALIFIED CWSP (COLLEGE WORK
STUDY STUDENTS) are needed in the
Division of Curriculum and Instruction.
For information please contact Helen
Green at 646-2610.

WANTED: USED PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT (Bronica ETR-S camera
bodies and lenses, Mamiya R.B. 67 PRO S
camera bodies and lenses, Nikon camera
bodies and lenses, light meter, flash
units, filters and tripods. Call 641-4657.
David Toole.

TYPING. Reasonable rates! Please call
646-2610 on Mon-Thurs from 9 a.m. until 2
p.m. Ask for Linda.
TYPING BY MICHELLE. Free pick up
and delivery on campus. Professional
YET reasonable. 246-0378.
GENERAL TYPING SERVICES: re
ports, theses, resumes, correspondence,
manuscripts. IBM typewriter. $1.25 ds
page. Call Mrs. Hudson 723-3211 (near Re
gency.)
TYPING. Term papers, resumes, and
more. Overnight service available. Near
Hwy. 17 in Orange Park. Call Patty
269-8885.

HAPPY MARCH BIRTHDAYS to Susan,
Amy, Helen and Gail. From ZTA.
AIR CONDITIONER. General Electric
Thinline. Exc. cond. 15,000 BTU's,. 230 v.
$200. Call John at 384-5569 or 389-1827.
FREE ROOM AND MEALS for mature
female student for volunteer time at
girl’s home. H.R.S. — 723-5314

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED to handle
PLANNING A SPRING VACATION OR Herbalife, superior skin, hair, and weight
HONEYMOON, or just to get away fro control/nutritional products. Excellent
relaxation and to enjoy the scenic sites of income plan. For information, call Lee @
the North Carolina mountains . . . our 246-8900
private CHALET is high and beautiful, ANYONE INTERESTED in buying or
atop the Blue Ridge Mountains . . . res selling Herbalife? Call Don at 246-3170
mornings.
ervations, 387-1318; 742-1829.

CASA
LUPITA

Remember...Apply in Person
Monday thru Friday
8 am to 6 pm
Saturday, 9 am to 3 pm
or Call 731-5445

March 29, 30, & 31
8:00 p.m.
April 1
2:00 p.m.
Theatre 14
Main Campus

UNF Bookstore

Adults
$3.00
Students $2.00
Children
under 12 Free
Group rates
available

All Seats
General Admission

University of North Florida

Theatre Arts Program
Presents William Shakespeare's Comedy

AS YOU LIKE IT
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Think
Student Government
is going down
the drain?
You can plug the hole!

Vote!

SGA elections will be held on:
Monday, March 19, 1984

Tuesday, March 20, 1984

at these locations: Carpenter Library
Student Life Center
Downstairs, Bldg. 1
Downtown Center

